Have you ever wished you had the time to......?

We’ve all been forced into a change.

Many of us have found ourselves needing to change the way we carry out our roles and day to day activities.

We’ve already seen the quick rollout and positive impact of some virtual tools, and other ways of working are continually being developed.

Now is a perfect opportunity to reflect and take some positives out of this different way of working.

Think about your day to day work - is there anything you’ve always wanted to make improvements to but never had the time? Are you seeing new and effective ways of working which you’d like to see continue? Are there some things that you have stopped doing that you now think didn’t need to be done?

With change comes opportunity to do things differently – and to do things better!

Feel free to contact the ourcambridge team for support and tips with improving your own processes: ourcambridge@admin.cam.ac.uk or find us on Yammer (‘ourcambridge’)